Explore Dulux colour and future proof your home with Weathershield®. Each palette features colours that can be mixed and matched with confidence to create the perfect colour scheme for your home.

Future proof your home with Dulux Weathershield®

We know how important a good first impression is. The outside of your home can help add value and of course protect from harsh weather conditions. Your home deserves the best. Tested for over 40 years in Australian conditions, Dulux Weathershield® will protect your home for as long as you live there.*

For more on Dulux Weathershield® and updating the outside of your home with the latest colour, visit dulux.com.au
Use bold hits of colour in architectural details such as the front door, pot plants and letterboxes to express your personal style. The popularity of mid century architecture inspires us to experiment with colour on exteriors for a modern take on architectural colour palettes.

Outdoor living has become an Australian way of life and botanical features play a greater role in our wellbeing as well as our decor. This welcoming lush look is globally inspired with spicy colour accents, bohemian styling and tropical flare.

Inspired by our need for a more tactile environment, colours are drawn from nature and focus on neutrals, warm greys and charcoals. The look is relaxed and features materials such as brick, timber, stone and other tactile elements.

Simple steps to future proof your home

1. Select your main colour and accent colours to suit. Use colour chips, A4 samples and sample pots to make sure your final selection is perfect for you.

2. Choose your Weathershield® paint. You will need to use an undercoat for metal surfaces or when using the Dulux ChromaMax™ colours.

3. Purchase the correct amount of paint according to the size of your job. Weathershield® is available in a range of can sizes.

4. It’s time to future proof – be sure to read the label carefully for paint tips and clean up directions. Then enjoy Dulux Weathershield® high performance colour and long lasting finish on your home for years to come.

Visit dulux.com.au for more outside colour inspiration.